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Abstract
A one-dimensional fluid model is presented and used for
the analysis of the potential formation in front of a
negative planar electrode immersed in magnetized
plasma. The Bohm criterion and the floating condition
are derived and used to determine the sheath thickness
and the sheath potential drop. With increasing angle of
magnetic field lines with respect to the electrode surface
the floating potential, the sheath edge potential and the
sheath potential drop all increase, while the sheath
thickness has a minimum.

1

Introduction

Problem of the sheath formation in front of a
negative electrode immersed in magnetized plasma is an
important one and has attracted a lot of attention. The
pioneering works of Chodura [1], Riemann [2,3],
Stangeby [4] and some others [5,6] have been extended
and revisited in many directions. In this work attention
is focused to the effect of ion temperature and magnetic
field angle to the floating potential of a planar electrode
immersed in plasma where magnetic field lines form an
arbitrary angle with the electrode surface. The study is
aimed at a fusion application. The scrape-off layer of a
tokamak, for example has low density plasma in strong
magnetic fields. Further, the angle of incidence of the
magnetic field lines onto the divertor spans nearly the
whole range from perpendicular to parallel. In the next
section a one-dimensional fluid model is described. In
section 3 results of the model are presented and finally
some conclusions are given.

2

Model

The ions are assumed to obey the continuity
equation and equation of motion:

ni
(1)
    ni ui   Si ,
t
 u

mi ni  i   ui   ui  
(2)
 t

 ni e0  E  ui  B   pi  A i  mi ui Si .
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Here mi is the ion mass, t is time, ui is the ion fluid
velocity, ni is the ion density, e0 is the elementary
charge, E is electric field, B is magnetic field, pi is the
ion pressure, Si is the source term and Ai is the collision
term. Detailed descriptions of elastic collisions in fluid
models can be found in e. g. [7]. In this work we simply
take it to be proportional to ion fluid velocity ui:
(3)
A i   mi n0 u i .
As for the source term Si it is assumed that the
predominant ionization mechanism is ionizing collisions
of electrons and neutral atoms. The electrons are
assumed to be Boltzmann distributed:

 e  r  
ne  r   n0 exp  0
.
 kTe 

(4)

The source term is therefore given by:

Si 

e 
exp  0  .

 kTe 

n0

(5)

Here k is the Boltzmann constant, Te is the electron
temperature,  is the frequency of elastic collisions,  is
average time between two consecutive ionizing
collisions between electron and a neutral atom and n0 is
the plasma density in the plasma region which is not
perturbed by the electrode – this means beyond the presheath. The potential  is determined by the Poisson
equation:

2  r   

e0

0

 n r   n r .
i

e

(6)

Here 0 is the permittivity of the free space.
Furthermore it is assumed that the following equation of
state relates the ion pressure, pi, density ni and
temperature Ti:
(7)
pi   ni kTi .
Here  is the polytropic coefficient. Our model is
isothermal so the ion temperature is assumed to be
constant everywhere and therefore  = 1. Our model is
one-dimensional. The x axis is assumed to be
perpendicular to the electrode. The gradient and Laplace
operators are replaced by derivatives over x



dp
d
d2
,  2  2 , pi  i ,
dx
dx
dx

The electriic field has onnly one comp
ponent Ex whiich is
given by:

Ex  

d
.
dx

The magneetic field lies in the xy planee forming the angle
 with the y axis, as show
wn in Fig. 1.

The
T
potential  is norm
malized to th
he electron
temp
perature divid
ded by elemenntary charge kTe/e0. The
comp
ponents of thee ion velocityy are normalizzed to the so
calleed normalizin
ng velocity c 0, defined in
n (13). The
space coordinate x is normalizzed to the Debye length
D. The
T difference between thee normalizing
g velocity c0
and the ion soun
nd velocity cSS should be emphasized.
e
The ion sound velocity is defineed as:

cS 

kTe*   kTi
.
mi

(14)

Taking
T
into acccount that thhe screening temperature
Te* is equal to the electron tempperature Te beecause there
is on
nly one electro
on population present in our model and
that  = 1 and using
u
(13) thee ions sound velocity is
writtten in the follo
owing way:

VS 
Figure 1: S
Schematic of thee model. The magnetic
m
field li es in
the xy planne and the x axis is perpendicular to the electrrode.

The compoonents of the magnetic
m
field
d are

B  B  siin  , cos  , 0  .

a (6) are th
herefore writtten in
The equatiions (1), (2) and
the followinng form:

d
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dX
dV
d
dn
nVx x  n


dX
dX
dX
(9)
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 K  sin  nnVz  Vy  ex
xp     Z   0,
(10)

dV
nVx z  K   sin
s  nVy  cos
c  nVx  
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(11)
Vz  exp     Z   0,
d 2
 exp   n.
dX 2

(12)

wing variables have been introduced:
The follow
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cS
 1  .
c0

(15)

Using
U
equatio
ons (8) - (122) the quasi neutral
n
presheaath region and
d the sheath region can be
b analyzed
togetther. But som
metimes one iis interested only in the
neutrral pre-sheath
h region. Inn this case the
t
Poisson
equaation (12) is reeplaced by thee neutrality condition:

n  X   exp    X   .

(16)

The
T system off equations (8)) - (11), (16) is then used
for th
he analysis off the pre-sheatth only.

3 Results
In this section some results oof the model described
d
in
the previous
p
section are presennted. The preesentation is
started with the analysis
a
of thee pre-sheath region
r
only.
The system of equations (8) - (11), (16) is solved. The
systeem of equatio
ons (8) - (11),, (16) is highlly nonlinear
and must be sollved numericcally. The integration is
started at X = 0 and progreesses in the positive X
direcction towards the electrode.. One has to deal
d with an
initiaal value probllem. So the innitial conditio
ons, i. e. the
initiaal values of th
he functions 
, n, Vx, Vy and Vz have to
be selected. Th
he following initial conditions are
seleccted:

d
 0   0,
dX
Vx  0   V0 , V y  0   0, Vz  0   0.
n  0   1,   0   0,,

(17)

It is assumed that at the initial ppoint X = 0 th
he plasma is
not perturbed,
p
so the plasma ddensity there is
i n0, which
gives the first in
nitial conditiion. In the unperturbed
u
plasm
ma also electric field must bbe zero and th
his gives the
third
d initial cond
dition. The ssecond initiaal condition
simp
ply tells that th
he plasma pottential at X = 0 is selected
as th
he zero of thee potential. Inn our model the
t ions are
born
n at rest so alll three velocitty componentts should be
zero. But in thiss case only tthe zero solu
ution of the
und. So a smaall initial velo
ocity [1,3,4]
systeem can be fou
in the
t
positive X directionn must be selected. A

typical valuue is V0 = 100-8. In Fig. 2 the potential (X)
and velocitty Vx(X) profi
files are show
wn. The param
meters
are the folllowing: K = 50, Z = 2,  = 20o,  = 10-4 aand 3
values of  are selected::  = 0,  = 1 and  = 2.

Figure 2: Pootential (X) annd velocity Vx(X
X) profiles obttained
from the sysstem (8) - (11),, (16) for the parameters: K = 50,
Z = 2,  = 20o,  = 10-4 ,  = 0,  = 1 and  = 2 and
initial condditions (17) wiith V0 = 10-8 .

It can be seen that the pre-sheath
p
len
ngth increasess with
increasing  while thee potential att the sheath edge
remains coonstant. In Fig. 3 the posiition of the sh
sheath
edge XSE aand the ion sound velociity VS are pllotted
versus .

he well knownn Bohm criterrion [8].
Equaation (18) is th

Figurre 4: Potential (X) and veloocity Vx(X) proffiles obtained
from the system (8) - (12) for the pparameters: K = 50, Z = 2,
 = 20
2 o,  = 10-4 ,  = 0 and iniitial condition
ns (17) with
V0 = 10-8 .

The solutions of the system (8)) - (12) on thee other hand
can be continued
d to arbitraryy X. A naturral question
arisees where shou
uld the integraation of the sy
ystem (8) (12) be stopped. One
O possibilityy is the floating potential
of th
he electrode. At the floatinng potential the
t ion and
electtron current to
o the electrodee are equal,
(19)
ji  jee .
Heree ji is the ion current denssity and je is the
t electron
curreent density. The
T ion currennt density is given
g
by the
prod
duct of the ion velocity and density:
(20)
ji  uix ni .
The electron currrent density is calculated
d from the
Max
xwellian velocity distributioon function:

 e   x   kTe
je  n0 exp  0
.

kT
T
2

m
ee
e



(21)

Com
mbining (13), (19), (20) and (21) the floating
cond
dition (19) is written
w
in the ffollowing form
m:

n  X  Vx  X  
Figure 3: The sheath edgge position XSE and the ion souund
velocitty VS versus .

We now m
move to the analysis
a
of th
he sheath andd presheath togeether, using thhe system (8)) - (12). In F
Fig. 4
potential 
(X) and veloccity Vx(X) proffiles obtained from
the system
m of equationns (8) - (12)) are shown. The
following parameters are selected
d: K = 50, Z = 2,
 = 20o,  = 10-4 and  = 0. The initial condiitions
(17) are useed, with V0 = 10-8.
Comparrison of Figss. 2 and 4 sh
hows an impoortant
difference between thee solutions on
n the system (8) (11), (16) oon one hand and of the sy
ystem (8) - (122) on
the other. The solution of the pre-sh
heath system (8) (11), (16) bbreaks down when
w
the ion velocity
v
Vx reaaches
the ion souund velocity VS. The sheath
h edge positionn and
consequenttly also thee potential can
c
thereforee be
determinedd from the folllowing conditiion:

Vx  X SE   VS  1   .

(18)
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1
exp    X   . (22)
2

From
m (22) a so callled floating ffunction flt(X
X) is defined
in th
he following way:
w





 flt  X   ln n  X  Vx  X  2
 .

(23)

The recipe how to find the ffloating poten
ntial is now
obvious. One mu
ust find eitheer the point X and the
respeective (X) where (222) is fulfilleed or the
interrsection betweeen the potent
ntial profile (X)

and the
floatting function flt(X) defineed in (23). Bo
oth methods
for determination
d
of the floatinng potential arre illustrated
in Fiig. 5. The folllowing param
meters are selected: Z = 2,
 = 10-5, K = 50,  = 20o,  = 0, V0 = 10-88,  = 1/100
and the initial con
nditions (17) are used. In the top two
plotss the ion and the
t electron fl
flux are plotted
d and in the
botto
om plots thee potential pprofile and the
t
floating
function are displlayed. In the left graph a part of the
d scale.
respeective right pllot is shown onn an expanded

Figure 5:: The ion and ellectron flux aree shown in the ttop
graphs. Inn the bottom pllots the potentiaal and the floatiing
function arre plotted. In the right plot a paart of the respecctive
leeft figure is show
wn on an expan
nded scale.

The flooating potentiaal and the resspective coorddinate
can be deteermined usingg (22) or (23)), while the shheath
edge coorddinate and potential can bee determined from
the Bohm ccondition (18)).
So for a given set off parameters th
he sheath thickkness
and the pottential drop inn the sheath caan be found eeasily.
An exampple is shownn in Fig. 6.
6 The folloowing
parameters are selected: Z = 2,  = 10
0-5, K = 200,  = 0,
 = 1/36700.48 (deuterium
m mass)

Figure 6: Thhe floating and the sheath edge potential (topp left),
the sheath potential drop (top right), the
t sheath thicckness
(bottom leftt) and the electrode position (bottom
(
right) vversus
the magneticc field angle .

The initial conditions arre given by (17) with V0 = 10-8.
With  inccreasing the flooating potentiial, the sheathh edge
potential aand the sheatth potential drop all incrrease,
while the shheath thickness has a minim
mum.

4

Coonclusions

A one--dimensional fluid has beeen presentedd and
used for thhe analysis of the potential formation in front
of a negativve planar elecctrode immersed in a magneetized
plasma. Thhe magnetic field lines form
m an arbitrary angle
with the ellectrode surfaace. The only
y exception iss that
they must not be comppletely paralleel to the elecctrode
surface. Frrom the moddel equations the potentiall and
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c be found numerically. When they
velocity profiles can
are calculated allso the sheatth edge coorrdinate and
poten
ntial can be identified usiing the Bohm
m condition
(18) and also thee floating poteential and thee respective
coorrdinate can bee found using (22) or (23).. From this
the sheath
s
thickneess and the sheeath potential drop can be
calcu
ulated. With increasing m
magnetic field
d angle the
sheaath edge poteential, the flooating potential and the
sheaath potential drop all incr
crease, while the sheath
thick
kness has a minimum.
m
Thee effects of th
he non-zero
ion temperature have beenn studied. If
I the ion
temp
perature is in
ncreased, onlyy the pre-sh
heath length
increeases, while the
t pre-sheathh potential drrop remains
consstant. Comparrison of the predictions of
o our fluid
mod
del with partticle-in-cell ccomputer sim
mulations is
undeer way.
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